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Abstract. This paper reflects the results of phase I of our study on the total cost 

of ownership (TCO) of open source software adoption. Not only have we found 

TCO to be an intriguing issue but it is contentious, baffling and each company 

approaches it in a distinctive manner (and sometimes not at all). In effect it is a 

conundrum that needs unpacking before it can be explained and understood. 

Our paper discusses the components of TCO as total cost of ownership and total 

cost of acquisition (and besides). Using this broad dichotomy and its various 

components we then analyze our data to make sense of procurement decisions 

in relation to open source software in the public sector and private companies.  

Keywords. open source software, total cost of ownership, benefits, exit costs, 

software adoption. 

1 Introduction 

Total cost of ownership (TCO) is considered to be a fundamental issue when making 

software procurement decisions [1-4] in organizations yet this is an area that has re-

ceived limited attention. In this paper we are concerned with TCO but more specifi-

cally in relation to open source software (OSS) adoption decisions by organizations1. 

 
1 Our research is funded by the UK Cabinet Office and the OpenForum Europe. The aim of this 

research is to assess the various costs and value of open source adoption by the public sector 

and private organizations.  
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This adds yet another layer of complexity because the assessment of open source 

software procurement is not exactly the same as that for proprietary software [5]. 

Indeed, we find that by unpacking the idea of open source TCO we become more 

aware of the taken for granted in proprietary software procurement decisions. TCO 

has been defined as an understanding of „the “true cost” of doing business with a par-

ticular supplier for a good or service‟ [6]. The idea of a „true cost‟ and the ability to be 

able to assess it accurately, however is something most academics and practitioners 

would agree is not straightforward [7]. Thus we prefer a definition of TCO offered by 

Lerner and Schankerman [8] which distinguishes between different costs, and TCO is 

understood as the total cost of providing a functionality using one program. The prop-

er accounting of cost should include total costs of procurement, management and 

support, associated hardware costs, and when one is thinking of changing software 

solutions, migration costs‟ (p107). In this definition we have a range of costs men-

tioned, all of which need attention before any true grasp of TCO of software can be 

reached.  

 

Fig. 1. This figure shows the various factors companies in our pro-forma considered when 

making a decision to move to open source, and the relative weight of each factor.  

Some authors claim that there is no such thing as „the cost of software‟ [8] imply-

ing that cost is a more multi-faceted issue which needs to be understood better. Thus, 

like all evaluation decisions TCO has a quantitative and qualitative element. In sec-

tion 3 below we detail the various elements of each type of cost that we have noted 
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from literature and from our data. We found this to be a recognized issue amongst 

practitioners in the public sector and the private. Most decisions taken on procurement 

in either sector are understandably based on cost but this is not the only factor and 

with open source software, we found that this is not even the most relevant. The larger 

concern for companies eager to adopt open source software was reduced vendor lock-

in, and what companies understood as „value for money‟ (see Fig 1).  

Lerner and Schankerman [8], with their distinctions in costs, indicate the conun-

drum of TCO. Companies are becoming more aware of these issues but the smaller 

ones do not have the resources to actually carry out a full detailed TCO study. How 

does a company assess the softer costs [9] surrounding software procurement espe-

cially when the software is open source (a relatively less familiar category for many 

companies)? It is important to make sense of the categories of cost and exactly what 

they entail to better manage them and make better informed decisions.  

1.1 Conundrum of TCO of OSS 

Literature in the area of TCO provides some useful models of cost evaluation  [10]. 

What interests us in this study is not only the quantifiable costs but the more amorph-

ous expense that occurs at the start, operation and even migration away from the 

software adoption. Business analysts [11-13] in this area have made note of the many 

possibilities that open source offers companies [14] but again these are hard to quanti-

fy, and often for smaller companies this is a consideration for the future. Most small 

companies that adopt open source software do so with the intention of cutting back on 

license costs (as the license cost of OSS is zero or close to it) [10, 15]. However, the 

total cost of ownership is not the same as the total cost of acquisition, or the cost of 

operation, and this is the space we want to explore with our study. This categorization 

is necessary as this has temporal consequences for adoption of software. 

The total cost of acquisition usually refers to the costs that are needed to bring the 

software to the actual point of use, so theoretically it includes the cost of software 

(buying it). The total cost of operation is more nuanced a cost but very relevant in the 

open source domain where companies need to adjust their TCO models to take into 

account the different areas of expense that OSS involves. Operational costs refer to 

the policies in place in companies that encourage and aid open source adoption, and 

very importantly, clear and structured TCO assessments before making procurement 

decisions.   

In this paper we explore the various forms of costs that are necessary for compa-

nies and the public sector to explore in detail before making any procurement deci-

sions, but especially those related to open source as this is a relatively new concept 

for them and different in that the license cost is very low yet other costs seem to 

mount (but are often ignored and not understood).  



 

 

2 Methodology  

This study is structured to take place in two phases. This paper reflects some of the 

results from phase I which includes a data collection pro-forma of twenty-five ques-

tions. These questions cover the basics of the company size, name and focus, but then 

go on to ask some very detailed questions about the various applications that are open 

source, why they were chosen, if they replaced proprietary software, was any differ-

ence in cost experienced, and finally, what prompted this change or need to adopt 

open source software. The responses to the pro-forma, especially to the last question 

will be fed into an interview guide. This then takes us to phase II where we aim to 

conduct between 35-40 in-depth interviews. Access in a number of organizations that 

responded to the pro-forma has already been negotiated and phase II will take place 

over the summer of 2011.  

2.1 Phase I – Pro-forma 

Phase 1 involved the creation of the pro-forma which was based on literature and 

documentation that helped to understand TCO models used in companies. The pro-

forma was used as an early and simple data collection device rather than a fully struc-

tured and detailed survey. Our study is more qualitative in approach so the pro-forma 

was meant simply to gather material to help us set-up interviews, gain access and get 

some early comments to amend our interview guide. The pro-forma does not ask for 

facts, and figures on TCO for each organization, instead we ask the respondents to 

reply in relation to a Likert scale of 1-5.  

The pro-forma was set up for access in two ways, document form (available in odt, 

pdf and doc formats) and an online version set up in SurveyMonkey. The aim of this 

study is to make sense of adoption of open source software by both private companies 

and public sector organizations. Though funded by the UK Cabinet Office to assess 

and evaluate the costs and issues involved in open source adoption by government 

agencies we decided that a more sound methodology would involve a balanced mix of 

commercial and public sector organizations. Public sector organizations are not profit 

orientated yet there is much to learn from private companies and their manner of deal-

ing with open source. The larger idea here is the level of experience and comfort that 

private companies bring to open source adoption which is sorely lacking in the public 

sector. There are some exemplary cases of open source adoption by the public sector 

like the Extremadura case in Spain [16, 17] but there are far more „success‟ stories of 

open source adoption by commercial companies [18-21]. The factors that encourage 

private companies to adopt open source software, especially considering most busi-

ness models of such adoption indicate that the software itself does not lead to value 

creation or capture directly [22-25], make some of the lessons translatable across both 

sectors.  

The pro-forma was put online for a period of two months (and is still online but for 

the sake of this paper we only took into account the pro-formas completed in the first 

two months) and we received twenty-four responses. We also received seven paper 

based pro-formas sent back to us as scanned documents via email. This made a total 
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of thirty-one pro-formas. We had set the pro-forma to ensure that details of the res-

pondent was a required category. This was done to be able to filter out any responses 

that were biased, duplicate or simply not completed with any seriousness. Of the 24 

online pro-formas two were filled in by people calling themselves „test‟ and „ano-

nymous‟. We discounted the results from both these pro-formas. We also had two 

incomplete pro-formas online. Incomplete pro-formas were those where some ques-

tions were skipped. As this exercise was carried out as a precursor and data gathering 

exercise more for the interest of creating a strong and clear interview guide for phase 

II we accepted the results of the incomplete pro-formas. Phase II is where the re-

searchers involved in this study hope to gain a more detailed understanding of TCO 

models and the decision-making process in organizations so it was felt that so long as 

the pro-formas were recognized to be valid (not anonymous or biased) and useful 

(filled in 75% of the pro-forma and added some non-mandatory comments that helped 

us to evaluate the experience of the company with open source) we would include the 

results to help shape the interview guide for phase II. 

The pro-forma has four sections. The aim of section one is to ask for simple infor-

mation like the name and affiliation of the respondent. This includes the size and 

name of the company/local authority. Section two prompts for the sort of OSS used 

by the organization and the time span of use. The aim of section three is to gather 

details on strategic drivers that lead to OSS adoption, and section 4 is concerned with 

eliciting the TCO models used. 

2.2 Phase I Leading to Phase II 

Of the total pro-formas we received the majority of them were filled in by small to 

medium sized private companies (44%). Small to medium sized enterprises included 

all those with a number of employees ranging between 1-100. We had 24% of the 

pro-formas completed by employees of large, and in many cases global companies 

(employees ranging from 101 and above). Public sector replies made 32% of the total. 

In phase II we intend to cover a larger portion of the public sector.  

The pro-forma had a number of questions where respondents were asked to add 

comments or spell out the category of „other‟ in more detail. Responses to such ques-

tions gave rise to some very interesting issues which will become a part of the inter-

view guide and informed the researchers involved. The respondents for the pro-forma 

were asked for their contact details and phase II will draw us back to the those that 

made very intriguing comments. Phase II will involve in-depth interviews focused on 

5-7 case studies. Key personnel involved in making procurement decisions and strate-

gy of open source use in the organization will be interviewed.  

The cases will be chosen on the basis of whether there has been involvement with 

open source adoption, use and/or redistribution for at least a period of two years. This 

is to ensure that there has been time enough for reflection on the process and there are 

some indicators that show „success‟ or „failure‟ – more simply, is open source still 

being used, has the use of it increased over time, and has it spread up the stack. We 

also want an even mix of public and private organizations to make it possible to re-

flect across the cases and build on lessons learned for an exchange of ideas. The or-



 

 

ganizations and their experience with open source needs to have been fruitful at some 

level but we are equally aware that we need to have examples of less successful im-

plementations as this will enrich our work and understanding of the concerns with 

open source that can be faced. Indicators for the less successful cases include a return 

to proprietary software use, move to outsourcing their software development and a 

shrinkage in their in-house IT department. And lastly, our cases will include local 

authorities in the UK and other European government as well such as the Municipali-

ty of Munich, Municipality of Andalucía.  

3 Analysis and Discussion 

The pro-forma results are very interesting and we only have space to share some of 

the key ideas that emerged. These ideas include the importance of liberty [15] and 

flexibility (reduced vendor lock-in) provided by open source to companies and the 

public sector, that long term costs vary far more across companies considering their 

size and experience with open source, short term costs are slightly higher, that most 

companies choose a combination of open source and proprietary software where their 

decisions are based on pragmatism and need rather than questions of openness.  

In this section we take these broad themes and frame them in relation to another in-

teresting dimension that we noted from our data, that of a more fine-tuned TCO cate-

gorization than has been offered so far by other studies. We found that the cost cate-

gories were not limited to two broad ones, cost of acquisition and cost of operation, 

but instead we recognized two other very key cost factors that companies are begin-

ning to take very seriously in relation to open source software procurement decisions 

– cost of adoption and exit costs (see Table 1).  

The cost of operation and software are more quantifiable and thus easier to meas-

ure and evaluate. Cost of operation includes the expense of conducting a TCO study 

before making a decision of implementation. This is similar for proprietary software 

so in some respects this is not specific to open source, but rather to software decisions 

in general. The cost of software includes the cost of the license, setting up costs, and 

other costs which are similar to the cost of operation in their lending themselves to be 

quantified. However, the cost of adoption and exit costs for open source pose some 

interesting challenges but also opportunities.  

3.1 Cost of Adoption 

The cost of adoption, we found, concerns all the relevant but more qualitative ex-

penses involved with the broad idea of adoption such as the learning necessary when 

you adopt open source for the first time or for a new part of the stack (see Table 2). 

Very importantly it also includes interoperability costs which many companies surpri-

singly ignore even though this is a feature of proprietary software as well. The differ-

ence with open source is that some respondents stated that they feel they can make the 

necessary adjustments because the code is open, yet as we are becoming more aware, 

there is a steep learning curve with all software not created in-house. Upgrades are a 
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growing concern for companies with open source because most open source software 

tends to adapt and be changed more frequently than proprietary. Of course the choice 

to upgrade is with the user yet interoperability can also become a problem if one 

software is upgraded but other applications and infrastructure are not.  

Table 1. Different Categories of TCO, and what each involves  

Categories of TCO 

Cost of operation Cost of software Cost of adoption Exit costs 

Formal TCO assessment Initial purchase price Learning Migration costs 

TCO policy 
Monetary costs of set-

up 
Interoperability  Re-training 

Cost of evaluating  

software (tinkering) 

Customization  

expense 
Support services Switching costs 

 Software scaling cost Training   

  Access to upgrades  

    

3.2 Exit Costs 

Exit costs are yet a more intriguing idea. Respondents agreed that this aspect was the 

most ignored and yet it formed a very positive aspect of the overall TCO of open 

source adoption. Table 2 outlines the areas where the costs with open source were 

considered to be the lowest but take note of the „other‟ category in Table 2 and Figure 

2. Upon reading the comments added by the respondents it was evident that though 

open source saved the organization money there were costs that had been ignored and 

ill-understood.  

Exit costs include all the expenses of switching from one software to another, vari-

ous interoperability expenses, costs related to legacy systems, retraining staff and 

initial teething issue costs. This is an area where at least at present companies feel that 

open source costs are higher and not clear at all. The low license costs with open 

source software, according to the respondents though very real can become mislead-

ing because companies simply begin to base their decisions on that cost alone and 

dismiss any other factor.  

 However, when migrating between one open source product to another the migra-

tion costs are then lower because open source is based on open standards and there is 

greater interoperability. Most companies that had a more long term understanding of 

their software adoption added comments in the pro-forma to the effect that the migra-

tion costs (exit costs) were more favourable for open source and so this became one of 

the deciding factors in favour of OSS. Simply put, migration costs between one pro-

prietary application to another are always considerable as neither products are open 

and it is thus difficult to manage the necessary interfacing and interoperability 

changes across all the software applications that need to „speak to each other‟.  

 



 

 

Table 2. Areas and applications of OSS which Saved Money for Organizations  

Which OSS saved your organization money? 

 

Agree 
Agree some-

what 
Completely 

disagree 

No change 

in expense 

- same 
Applications: 75.0%  12.5%  0.0% 6.3%  
Enterprise 

systems 
71.4%  0.0%  0.0% 0.0%  

Vertical/line of 

business 
58.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%  

Desktop 84.6%  7.7% 0.0% 0.0%  
System’s De-

velopment 
71.4%  7.1% 0.0% 7.1%  

Infrastructure: 84.6%  7.7% 0.0%  0.0%  
OS Platforms 88.2%  11.8% 0.0% 0.0%  
Application 

Servers 
84.6%  0.0% 0.0% 7.7%  

Web services 93.3%  0.0% 0.0% 0.0%  
Networking 86.7%  6.7% 0.0% 0.0%  
Database 86.7%  0.0%  0.0% 13.3% 
Other  72.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

 

3.3 Vendor Lock-in and Lock-out 

Vendor lock-in though a real problem with proprietary software is less so with open 

source. This may well be a real consideration yet what we note from our study so far 

is that expertise of the software (be it open source or otherwise) and a lack of good 

documentation which is a problem with open source often becomes a lock-out. Com-

panies feel discouraged from adopting any software they cannot control [29], but also 

cannot obtain comprehensive services and troubleshooting. The idea of reaching out 

to an unknown community [26] has a romantic appeal but is not practical.  

Indeed, such promises spread FUD about open source adoption and lead to lock-

out because companies avoid anything they are not familiar with. It is easy enough in 

theory to take code and customize it yet as many respondents noted this is not so in 

practice. They are forced to hire experts and look for support to communities outside 

the company. This is a drain on their resources and an expense that was not consi-

dered by the decision takers, even if a TCO assessment was carried out before pro-

curement decisions were taken. This would not be such an issue if the software is 

vendor-supported, however, we have found that many companies and local authorities 

are drawn to open source because they wish to control the software source and make 

changes to it both in-house and with the help of a strong external community. 
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3.4 Temporal Element of TCO 

Another key theme that arose from our pro-forma data was that of cost temporality. 

Of the four costs outlined in Table 1 the cost of adoption and exit costs are relatively 

quite high for open source software. This is even more marked with the added com-

plexity of the size and experience of the organization. If the company is large and 

experienced with open source then these two costs are often well-understood and thus 

less expensive. Large companies can diversify and absorb costs better than smaller 

companies and this is largely true for the public sector as well. Smaller organizations 

however usually jump on the open source bandwagon with the naive idea that this 

will prove cheaper. They have also not undertaken a TCO analysis and if they are not 

experienced with open source it was then found that the expense of open source sur-

prised many. In some cases, especially in the public sector (coupled with issues of 

poor interoperability) we have seen a return to proprietary software. Phase II of our 

study will include this local authority as a full case study to better explore the prob-

lems, issues and dilemmas that forced it to return to closed source software adoption.  

 

Fig. 2. This figure shows the various open source software concentration in implementation in 

the different organizations.  



 

 

3.5 Pragmatism and the Idea of Value 

Most companies, like software developers and hackers work on the basis of pragmat-

ism. If something is good enough and not broken then it will be continued to be used. 

Open source requires some experience and practice and very key, the licenses in-

volved with open source need good skills and expertise, something most small com-

panies do not have the resources for and the public sector simply does not consider. In 

effect if something is good enough then change is considered problematic and unne-

cessary. In the public sector in the UK we have found that local authorities are begin-

ning to gravitate towards open source simply because of the lower costs promised by 

open source (due to the recession), however a better understanding of the benefits of 

open source is needed. The idea of where the value lies in open source software adop-

tion is the needed. And by value we do not mean a monetary value (though it does 

include this category) we refer to the softer side of benefits – that of flexibility, open-

ness, freedoms, ability to tweak and customize and along with open standards and 

open data – a far more open and accessible software environment. This is where the 

true benefits and cost reductions will come in the future.  

The real value in open source adoption is clearly the collaborative co-creative ide-

ology and spirit it encourages. This in turn leads to value creation, innovation, and a 

stronger ecosystem [27].  

 

4  Conclusion 

This paper maps the initial stages of our study of the total cost of ownership of open 

source software. The analysis provides some interesting answers to broad questions 

about cost but more importantly it raises relevant questions about the rather enigmatic 

quality of assessing the total cost of software, especially open source software. It is a 

conundrum as most companies lack experience with open source and more to the 

point, a slightly different understanding of „value for money‟ is needed. The actual 

monetary cost of open source software adoption in many cases is not unlike that of 

proprietary software but it is the liberties, flexibility and control that it provides that 

draws companies and the public sector towards it.  

Phase I of our study has given rise to some very interesting findings. The main 

ideas the respondents focused on included the lack of maturity level of open source 

software, license confusions and lack of knowledge about the implications of various 

open source licenses. Other ideas which arose were somewhat more surprising, most 

organizations do not even attempt a TCO study before making procurement decisions 

because of the expense such studies involve. The models used to assess TCO are also 

more suited for proprietary software and companies are not comfortable or skilled to 

tweak them for open source. And lastly, there is no policy in most companies for open 

source adoption. These decisions are made more ad-hoc and usually based on prag-

matic decisions of use and need rather than cost.  

However, there is much detail yet to be teased out in this amorphous area, and dur-

ing the course of this study we hope to be able to show more clearly where the large 
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part of the costs lie with open source software adoption, exactly where and how they 

are distinctive in comparison to proprietary software, what strategies and practices the 

public sector and companies can employ to make more effective use of the unique 

qualities of open source so that the software can yield a stronger feeling of „value for 

money‟. Indeed, can we go so far as to suggest that open source software adoption is 

an idea that the public sector not only needs to explore more seriously but in fact it 

will prove more effective, valuable, cheaper and necessary in the future? We aim to 

be able to provide a more nuanced answer to this and other questions at the end of our 

study, and encourage other researchers to explore such aspects because we feel that 

public sector adoption of open source has the potential to have real influence on open 

government strategies [28], open standards, and open data.  
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